Bow and Arrow Guide
By: Cretaal


Before we start let me just say that bows are VERY dangerous, even when the ends are padded. You can very easily shoot someone in the eye or other "sensitive" areas with a near uncontrollable force.

The bow should be 30 pounds at most, but that gets painful to your opponents, 25 pounds would be more ideal.

To shoot: knock the arrow and draw back as you raise your bow to eye level. Bring the nock to the corner of your eye and aim along the shaft. Relax your fingers and let the string pass through them, don't "pluck" the bowstring as that will throw off your shot.

I personally aim for the legs to gimp the most intimidating guy/girl, and then I aim for the dominant arm. A good archer keeps a melee weapon like a hammer, short sword, or dagger; use one of those to finish them off or leave the disadvantaged fighter to your friends and pick off the rest. but prepare to be quickly dispatched in a small arena. Your main purpose will be only to weaken the strongest man so that your team wins. If you want to take the glory of the final shot I suggest the Florentine style or go for the sword and shield and use a crossbow with hard foam balls as an extra weapon; meaning fire, disable, then toss the crossbow outside of the arena and go sword and shield throughout the rest.

Arrow Types

Field Tips: these are arrows with thin padding around the edges but still with enough at the tip to prevent anything too serious. These arrows get more range, are more accurate, and are quicker to fly which means harder to block or dodge. The disadvantage is that the arrow can hurt someone if it hits them wrong and it will probably fly through any eye-slits on a helmet, so they probably are less likely to be allowed.

Hunting Tips: these are medium padding on the tips and have a good balance of everything, probably your best default choice.

Broad Heads: these are the safest arrows to use, but they lack range, speed and accuracy, especially because they require large flights to keep the arrow from reversing itself in mid-flight. These are best used at close range and against people wielding spears or very big/tricky weapons.


